
For free-spirits. For business-rebels.
#NewWorkNewBoard



The space3000 Idea
The requirements for modern workspaces are changing. Creative work in 
flexible locations is getting more important and Whiteboards are a very 
important tool. But they’re often heavy, inflexible and short-lived. Our 
mission is to give users maximum freedom as to how and where they 
work creatively. The space3000 boards are so modular and lightweight that 
frequent room and floor changes are just as possible as outdoor creative 
sessions. 

Designed with agile methods for agile methods: space3000 is the result 
of the Design Thinking consulting agency openmjnd. We ourselves were 
dissatisfied with existing products. So we decided to develop our own 
solution, together with customers and partners, which meets the 
requirements of modern and agile teamwork.

We started in Berlin in 2018. We focus on local production, fair conditions and 
co-creation with our customers. Our boards are used in corporations and 
innovation agencies as well as in co-working spaces all around Germany.



BigBoard

Measurements 1,10 x 1,92 m 
Weight:  8 kg

Material Premium Whiteboardfinish, cork-frame, space3000 lightweigth design 

List Price 899 € 

Whiteboard rethought: The BigBoard is designed for people who want to stay 
flexible in their work. It can be easily grabbed and carried into the adjoining 
room or even outside. It can be used upright or crosswise. 

It adapts to your workflow: Leaned against a tree, stuck in our frame or 
spontaneously hung on the wall. The board, which can be written on both 
sides, measures 1.10 x 1.92 m and weighs only 8 kg. 
The cork edge is very soft to the touch, protects the board and its 
surroundings and is also very stylish.



WildBoard

Measurements 
Frame

Height: 80 cm 
Weight: 6 kg  

Measurements 
Board

1,10 x 1,40 m 
Weight: 6 kg

Material Premium Whiteboardfinish, cork-frame, space3000 lightweight design

List Price Board: 699 €  Frame:  500 € 

The WildBoard enables your creativity to flow in any location.
It’s composed of two parts: The modular frame and the portable 
whiteboard. The whiteboard can be locked into the frame and used from 
both sides. The little wheels allow easy movement across your office.
The legs can be dismantled and stowed away with a few movements and 
without any tools. The frame can also be used for the BigBoard. 
The WildBoard offers enough space for creative ideas and is with its 6 kg 
the lightest design whiteboard on the market. The removable board 
measures 1.10 x 1.40 m. Locked in the frame it has a total height of 
1.92 m and a total weight of 12 kg. 



Accessories

Meas. 16,0 x 2,1 cm

Material Powder coated Steel

List Price 69 € 

We currently offer two practical accessories. Our minimalist wall mount allows you to use of WildBoard and BigBoard on one 
wall. The practical pockets make it easy for you to transport the boards.

Meas. Each has space for 2 Boards

Material Polyester 600D with 14 carrying straps

List Price BigBoard: 149 €  WildBoard: 129 € 

spaceWall spaceBox



Material & Production
We are the only manufacturer to use the natural material cork. It 
provides a warm look, a very pleasant feel and protects the boards. 
The whiteboardfinish was developed by a European brand manufacturer 
and ensures a long durability. In the core we use a self-developed 
ultra-light sandwich material, which for the first time allows a very low 
weight and at the same time a high stability.

Our products are manufactured under fair conditions in Berlin 
factories. We are counting on decades of experience, attention to detail and 
sustainable action. Wherever possible, our products are delivered with 
electric cars.
We are constantly providing a safe and healthy working environment and are 
operating in an environmentally responsible and efficient manner. 

With agile methods for agile methods. Made in Berlin. 



Flexible Use of Big and WildBoard 

Leaned against anything In spaceMount on the spaceWall



S

Überall angelehnt Im spaceMount An der spaceWall



Coming soon 

spaceFox
Stool

spaceRocket
Stand Stool

spaceBase
High Desk



Contact

Office und Showroom: 
Uferstr. 6, 13357 Berlin 
powered by openmjnd ventures GmbH

www.space3000.de
www.instagram.com/space_3000_berlin
All prices stated in euro plus VAT and relative shipping costs

Miriam Soltwedel 
Co-Founder

miriam@space3000.de
+49 178 547 5837

https://www.space3000.de/videos/
https://www.space3000.de/videos/

